Background: Knowledge of our immune system functions is critical for understanding allergic airway disease development as well as for selection of appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic options for patients with respiratory allergies.

Methods: This review explains the current understanding of the basic immunology of the upper airways and the pathophysiology of allergic responses, including the mechanisms behind allergic rhinitis.

Results: The immune system can be divided into 2 main defense systems that function differently—in innate immunity and adaptive immunity. Innate immunity includes several defensive mechanisms such as anatomic or physical barriers, physiological barriers, phagocytosis, and inflammation. The adaptive immune response is activated in an antigen-specific way to provide for the elimination of antigen and induce lasting protection. Hypersensitivity reactions occur when an exaggerated adaptive immune response is activated. Allergic rhinitis is an example of a type I, immunoglobulin E, mediated hypersensitivity reaction.

Conclusion: Today we have several immunomodulatory treatment options for patients with allergic airway diseases, such as subcutaneous and sublingual immunotherapy. An understanding of the basics of our immune system and its method of functions is key for using these therapies appropriately.
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expresses immunological memory, has diversity in specificity, and is capable of self/non-self recognition. Additionally, it has a self-limiting capacity to decrease an immune response.

Both the innate and the adaptive immunologic systems operate together and interact. They augment each other through antibodies, complement, and cytokines. Antibodies and complement enhance phagocytosis, antibodies activate complement, and cytokines stimulate adaptive and innate responses.

**Cell types and their roles in immunity**

**Myeloid lineage**

Cells from the myeloid lineage contribute to the innate immunity system. Macrophages, which reside in most tissues in the body, are mature forms of the monocytes that circulate in blood and subsequently migrate to tissues and differentiate. Macrophages and monocytes both are phagocytes, which are capable of ingesting foreign particles. Other myeloid cells include granulocytes (neutrophils, eosinophils, and basophils) and dendritic cells. Macrophages are relatively long-lived cells and play several roles in both innate and adaptive immunity. They engulf and kill invading microorganisms and subsequently transfer the pathogens and infected cells to the adaptive immune response. They also help to induce inflammation and secrete signaling proteins to activate and recruit other cells to the inflammation site.

There are 3 different types of granulocytes: eosinophils, basophils, and neutrophils. They have densely staining granules in their cytoplasm, and are also called polymorphonuclear leucocytes. They have a short survival time of only a few days. Neutrophils are the most numerous and most important granulocytes that are phagocytic and activate bactericidal mechanisms. Eosinophils and basophils are important in the defense against parasites that are too large to be ingested by macrophages as well as in the allergic inflammatory reactions. Mast cells differentiate in the tissues and are best known for their role in mediating allergic reactions. Dendritic cells are phagocytic cells with finger-like processes that have their main role in antigen uptake and presenting antigens to T lymphocytes.

**Lymphoid lineage**

Lymphoid progenitor cells differentiate into natural killer (NK) cells, B lymphocytes, T lymphocytes, and plasma cells. Each of these cell types is important in adaptive immunity. Lymphocytes are derived from stem cells residing in the bone marrow. Bone marrow and the thymus gland are the primary lymphoid organs of the immune system. After differentiation into a lymphoid lineage, they become functional by passage through either the thymus (T cells) or the bone marrow (B cells). Both have surface membrane receptors designed to bind specific antigens. Naive B cells are coated with immunoglobulin M (IgM) and IgD, which are both membrane-bound immunoglobulins that have 2 heavy and 2 light chains in their structure. The variation in these chain structures enables the production of different antigen-specific immunoglobulins that are capable of binding unprocessed antigens.

All lymphocytes express clusters of differentiation, although they differ according to the specific type of lymphocyte lineage. Surface receptors are pertinent to the function and uniqueness of lymphocytes. These structures allow for recognition of self from non-self, identification of unique antigenic determinants, and identification of populations of cells. T lymphocytes uniquely express T-cell antigen receptors (TCRs) on their surface. TCRs are composed of α-chains and β-chains and bind to peptides presented by APCs. B lymphocytes bind antibodies to their cell surface via Fc receptors, which stand ready to stimulate the cell to proliferate and differentiate into plasma cells, thus producing large amounts of immunoglobulins. The third type of lymphocyte, NK cells, are large granular cells that recognize certain tumors and virus-infected cells.

The role of the thymus gland is to mature primitive T cells into cells that can distinguish self from non-self. Primitive lymphoid T cells enter the thymus devoid of any cell-surface antigen receptors (TCRs) or cellular markers (CD4, CD8). These cells are induced to express common cell markers (CD1, CD2, CD5, CD6, CD7, and CD25), which are necessary during early ontogeny. Within the cortex of the thymus, these progenitor T cells undergo rearrangement of genes (α, β, γ, or δ) within the TCR; different arrangement of the TCR genes constitute the CD configuration. Cell-surface expression of the TCR is dependent upon formation of a complex with CD3. As the T cells further develop within the thymus, positive and negative selection occurs, resulting in mature T lymphocytes that can distinguish self from non-self in the context of major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. This maturation process occurs either by cytokine expression or cell-to-cell contact and is directed by cortical cells of the thymus. Two major groups of T cells emerge: CD4 T helper cells or CD8 T cytotoxic cells.

Activation and isotype switching are the processes by which B cells produce antigen-specific antibodies, which is a multistep process under the control of T helper type 2 (Th2) CD4 cells through both cell-to-cell antigen presentation and expression of interleukins. Switch regions within the heavy chain DNA gene sequences are modified in order to specify IgG, IgE, or IgA subtypes. Antigen-specific B cells then differentiate into either plasma cells that can produce antibodies or memory cells that remain in the body for surveillance of the antigens, in order to more quickly stimulate the production of specific immunoglobulins.

**Antigen responses**

Antigens are foreign bodies that can be soluble or particulate and are capable of eliciting an immune response. They react with lymphocytes to induce the formation of
antibodies or sensitized cells. Lymphocytes are the only immune cells that are capable of recognizing specific antigenic determinants, or epitopes, and thus are responsible for the adaptive immunologic responses of memory and specificity. Each lymphocyte is able to identify only 1 epitope. Each cell during development encodes its receptors by rearranging DNA to fabricate a unique antigen receptor. That cell and all of its clones therefore express receptors that are specific to that antigen. An antibody can have a direct effect in neutralizing an antigen, but in other cases antibody binding to antigen stimulates the complement cascade to eradicate the antigen or activate other inflammatory cells to respond.

Complement is an essential component of the immune system. It has a role in both specific and nonspecific immune responses to infection. Complement is a series of proteins that act in a cascading fashion, each step acting as a catalyst for the next. The end result is lysis of the target cell. There are 2 main pathways for activation of complement. The classic pathway (adaptive) is activated by formation of antigen-antibody complexes. The alternate pathway (inherent) is activated by interaction with microbial surfaces. The complement system mechanisms of action include opsonization and phagocytosis, direct lysis of microorganisms, and chemoattraction of inflammatory cells.

**Antibodies**

Humoral immunity is mediated by antibodies synthesized by B lymphocytes and secreted by their fully differentiated end cells, the plasma cells. This arm of immunity is a defense mechanism against extracellular agents. It consists of T cell–dependent and T cell–independent responses. Follicular B cells present MHC-restricted protein antigens and receive T cell help that promotes immunoglobulin class switching, affinity maturation, and memory differentiation. These antigen responses are referred to as T cell–dependent. Large antigens that have repeating antigenic determinants, such as carbohydrates in cell wall and capsules of bacteria cannot be presented in MCH class II molecules and therefore induce T cell–independent response. The antibodies (immunoglobulins) are glycoproteins composed of polypeptides (82–96%) and carbohydrates (4–18%) and are secreted by activated B cells. All immunoglobulin molecules consist of 2 identical 50-kDa heavy chains and 25-kDa kappa or lambda light chains that vary in amino acid sequence from one antibody to another; these chains are named \( V_{H_1}, V_\kappa, \) and \( V_\lambda \). The juxtaposition of 1 \( V_{H_1} \) segment and 1 \( V_\kappa \) or \( V_\lambda \) segment creates the antigen-binding portion of the immunoglobulin molecule and each immunoglobulin molecule has 2 identical antigen-binding sites. The carboxyl terminal portions of the heavy and light chains are constant in each subclass of antibody. The heavy chain constant regions pair to form the Fc domain of the molecule, which is responsible for the most of the effector functions of the immunoglobulin molecule, including binding Fc receptors and activating complement.2

Although all antibody molecules that are secreted by a single clone of B lymphocytes will have identical isotypes, the B cell is induced to make new classes, or isotypes, of immunoglobulin in response to cytokine-directed instructions from the TH2 cell. The progression of new antibody isotypes produced by B cells is defined by the sequence of constant domain coding in the B lymphocyte DNA, designed with a different effector function in mind. Just as the 3-dimensional structure of the idiotype defines antigen specificity, the sequence of amino acids in the constant domains of the immunoglobulin molecule (isotype) dictates the effector functions that will be expressed.

The TH2 activation of B lymphocytes causes intense proliferation in the germinal centers, and somatic hypermutation may cause slight variation in the shape of the idiotype. Clonal selection of the idiotype with highest affinity for antigen results in affinity maturation.

**IgM**

IgM is the first isotype of antibody that can be produced by the body. It exists in serum as a pentamer held together by a joining (J) chain. It constitutes approximately 10% of serum immunoglobulins. The functions of IgM are (as a monomer) receptor on B cells, antigen capture in the secondary lymphoid organs, and (as a pentamer) in plasma, activation of complement.

**IgG**

IgG is the major isotype produced after IgM. It constitutes approximately 75% of serum immunoglobulins and exists in four subisotypes (IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, and IgG4). It activates complement, opsonizes, mediates antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), and is actively transported across the placenta.

**IgA**

IgA constitutes approximately 15% of serum immunoglobulins. It is the major isotype produced in the submucosa, colostrum, and the breast milk. It is a dimer with a J chain holding it together and it functions in inhibiting the binding of substances to cells or mucosal surfaces. It does not activate complement or mediate opsonization. Secretory IgA is transported into the lumen of the gastrointestinal, respiratory, or genitourinary tracts by binding to the poly-immunoglobulin receptor. This receptor is retained as protection from proteolytic cleavage of IgA. IgA provides the primary defense mechanism against local mucosal infections.

**IgE**

IgE is the antibody that binds to mast cells, is responsible for antihelminthic and allergic responses and can mediate antibody-mediated cellular cytotoxicity. It accounts for only 0.004% of the total serum immunoglobulins and normally exists as a monomer. Cross-bridging of IgE molecules on the surface of mast cells and basophils by antigen
triggers release of mediators from these cells and lead to an allergic reaction.

IgD

IgD constitutes 0.2% of the total serum immunoglobulins and exists as a monomer. It functions as a membrane-bound antigen receptor on the B cell surface.

Hypersensitivity reactions

Hypersensitivity reactions occur when an exaggerated adaptive immune response is activated. These reactions are the result of normally beneficial immune responses that act inappropriately and cause inflammatory reactions and subsequent tissue damage. Hypersensitivity reactions do not occur on first contact with an antigen, but usually appear on subsequent exposure. These reactions are classified as type I to type IV hypersensitivity reactions. They all have different types of hypersensitivity reactions and the cellular and humoral components that they involve differ.

Type I (Immediate) hypersensitivity reaction

Type I (Immediate) hypersensitivity reaction is mainly mediated by IgE-antibodies and mast cells. It is manifested within minutes of re-exposure to an antigen. An antigen crosslinks 2 IgE-antibodies on a mast cell, leading to its degranulation and release of preformed mediators, such as histamine, bradykinin, and other vasoactive amines. These inflammatory mediators then give rise to a number of hypersensitivity reactions in the body: vasodilation, increased vascular permeability, mucus secretion, bronchial constriction, sneezing, etc. When this reaction happens against harmless environmental antigens such as pet dander or pollen, it is called an atopic or allergic response. Systemic anaphylaxis is the most severe type I hypersensitivity reaction. Occasionally, mast cell degranulation occurs in an IgE-independent fashion and is called an anaphylactoid response. In this case the mast cell is triggered to degranulate by other mechanisms. This can occur in response to complement anaphylatoxins or contrast iodine. The ultimate host outcome is the same.

Type II (antibody-mediated) hypersensitivity reactions

Type II (antibody-mediated) hypersensitivity reactions are caused by antibodies against specific tissues. In most cases these antibodies are autoantibodies but they can also be produced against a foreign antigen that cross-reacts with self-components of tissues. There are several ways in which host tissue or cellular damage can be caused by this type of reaction. The antibodies may opsonize cells or activate the complement system, recruit neutrophils and macrophages that cause tissue damage, or bind to normal cellular receptors and interfere with their function. A classic example of Type II hypersensitivity is that of hemolytic disease of the newborn. In this disorder Rh-antibody–positive blood leaks across the blood-placental barrier causing the Rh-negative mother to form anti-Rh antibodies. These antibodies, in subsequent pregnancies with Rh-positive fetuses, can cross the placenta and stimulate destruction of red blood cells (RBCs). Other cytotoxic type II reactions include acute rheumatic fever, Goodpasture syndrome, transfusion reactions, and autoimmune thrombocytopenic purpura. Noncytotoxic type II reactions include myasthenia gravis, Graves’ disease, type II diabetes, and pernicious anemia.

Type III (immune complex) hypersensitivity reactions

Type III (immune complex) hypersensitivity reactions are caused by circulating antibodies (IgG) that complex with antigens. When complexes exceed the ability of the hematopoietic system to phagocytize, the complexes are deposited within the various tissues of the body and activate complement, causing inflammatory response in the tissues. The damage that these reactions cause tends to be systemic, with little tissue or organ specificity. The classic example of type III reactions is that of serum sickness from equine serum used to treat bacterial infections. Other examples of type III disease are systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), rheumatoid arthritis, or poststreptococcal glomerulonephritis.

Type IV (T-cell-mediated) reactions

Type IV (T-cell-mediated) reactions are characterized by antigen contact with an antigen-sensitized T cell or NK cell. T lymphocytes may cause tissue injury by triggering delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) reactions or directly killing target cells. These reactions are elicited by CD4+ TH1 cells and CD8+ cells which secrete cytokines that activate macrophages and induce inflammation. These T cells may be autoreactive or specific against foreign protein antigens bound to tissues. There are 3 variants of the type IV reaction: (1) contact hypersensitivity; (2) tuberculin hypersensitivity; and (3) granulomatous hypersensitivity. Contact hypersensitivity causes an eczematous reaction at the point of contact with the antigen. Examples would include reactions to poison ivy, nickel, latex, and chromate. Langerhans cells in the skin participate in recruitment of CD4 cells that ultimately cause cytotoxic damage. In tuberculin hypersensitivity, T cells express cytokines that mediate the inflammatory reaction. In granulomatous hypersensitivity, activated macrophages give rise to epithelioid and giant cell formation. The inflammatory response results in the persistence of microorganisms within macrophages. The pathologic consequences are frequently significant.

Nasal epithelial immunity

The nasal epithelium is constantly engaged in immunomodulation between the host and the environment. Sinonasal epithelial cells have an important role as both mediators
and regulators of innate immune responses and adaptive immune responses in the pathogenesis of AR. The first line of defense in the nasal epithelium is the mucociliary apparatus, with constant mucociliary clearance of a blanket of mucus containing a variety of antimicrobial products such as immunoglobulins, opsonins, defensins, and enzymatic proteins. Ciliary function filters and clears the captured particulate matter in the mucus layer. Impairment of ciliary function leads to stasis of this defense mechanism, as seen in AR and chronic sinus infection. Immune effectors are critical for effective host defense. In addition to local defenses at the mucosal surface, such as mucus and mucociliary transport, the effectors of innate immunity include Toll-like receptors (TLRs), antimicrobial peptides, phagocytic cells, NK cells, and complement. Secreted antimicrobials include defensins, lactoferrin, lysozyme, and the acute phase proteins that serve in chemotraction and cell activation. They can also immobilize and kill microorganisms. Surfactant proteins SP-A and SP-D are also able to bind and agglutinate bacteria, fungi, and allergens.

TLRs are pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) that recognize pathogen-associated molecular patterns present on a variety of bacteria fungi and viruses. The activation of TLRs induces expression of costimulatory molecules and the release of cytokines that instruct the adaptive immunity. Critical proinflammatory and immunomodulatory cytokines, such as interleukin 1 (IL-1), IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, and tumor necrosis factor α (TNF-α) have been been induced after activation of TLR by microbial ligands. Activation of TLRs as part of innate response can influence and modulate the adaptive T-cell response and modify the shaping of the TH1/TH2 balance. TLRs also directly activate host defense mechanisms that combat the foreign invader or contribute to tissue injury. Microbial lipoproteins have the ability to induce both TLR-dependent activation of host defense and tissue pathology. Other antimicrobials include cathelicidins and defensins, which are a broadly dispersed family of antimicrobials against bacteria, fungi, and enveloped viruses.

AR

AR is one of the most common chronic diseases, affecting over 500 million people worldwide. It has been defined as a symptomatic IgE-mediated hypersensitivity response of the nasal mucosa to allergens. It is characterized by the presence of rhinorrhea, pruritus, sneezing, and nasal congestion obstruction, postnasal drip, chronic cough, throat clearing, and conjunctivitis. The disease has a significant impact on quality of life and has been shown to affect cognitive functioning, quality of sleep, productivity, examination performance, and psychosocial well-being. AR is comorbid with a variety of other conditions including conjunctivitis, sinusitis, dental malocclusion, and asthma. AR is not only associated with, but is also a risk factor for, the development of asthma. Treatment of rhinitis has been shown to improve asthma control. In patients who do not have asthma, early and aggressive management of rhinitis may even prevent the development of asthma in later life.

AR is by definition an IgE-mediated, type 1 hypersensitivity response of the nasal mucosa to normally innocuous proteins with resultant inflammation. The allergic response is divided into an early and a late phase. In the early phase, antigens initially presented to the nasal mucosa are taken up and processed by APCs into short peptide fragments. These peptide fragments are exteriorized and then recognized by MHC class II molecules. APCs in the draining lymph nodes attract naïve CD4+ T cells. In cases of allergic reaction, cytokines including IL-4 are released allowing for polarization and the differentiation of these naïve T cells into Th2 cells. Activation of the Th2 response results in the production of IL-4, IL-5, IL-10, and IL-13, which in turn results in the recruitment of IgE-producing B cells, mast cells, and eosinophils. Memory B cells maintain this antibody response. IgE molecules bind high-affinity receptors, which “sensitize” the nasal mucosa. Re-exposure to the allergen results in crosslinking of adjacent IgE molecules on the surface of both basophils and mast cells. This leads to the degranulation and release of preformed mediators such as histamine and proteases, kinins, and heparin. In addition, prostaglandin 2 (PGD2) and cysteinyl leukotriene—leukotrienes B4 (LTB4), leukotriene C4 (LTC4), and leukotriene E4 (LTE4)—mediators of the arachidonic acid pathway, are synthesized and secreted by mast cells. These mediators act locally on the surrounding vasculature and nerves located in the nasal mucosa and result in increased vascular permeability, stimulation of glandular secretions, and peripheral vasodilation. This in turn results in an increase in nasal airway resistance, sneezing, rhinorrhea, and pruritus. Symptoms generally occur within minutes of exposure.

It has become evident that the nervous system plays an integral role in both the local and distal effects of allergen stimulation through neuronal reflexes. Muscarinic receptors are located on the submucosal glands, blood vessels, and on the airway smooth muscle. Inoculation of sensitized antigen to the unilateral nasal septum produces bilateral nasal symptoms, increased glandular markers, in particular lactoferrin, upregulation of eosinophils in the bilateral maxillary sinuses, and ocular symptoms. In addition, sensory C nerve fibers are found innervating the walls of muscular arteries, arterioles, venules, venous sinu-soids, and glands of both the upper and lower airways. They release a variety of neuropeptides, such as substance P (SP), tachykinin, neuropepin A (NKA), gastrin-releasing peptide, calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), and va-soactive intestinal peptide (VIP), which are believed to augment the allergic inflammatory response.

Ocular symptoms are a result of a direct allergen reaction on the conjunctival mucosa and nasal ocular reflex responses. This was demonstrated in a double-blind placebo-controlled crossover clinical trial conducted by
Baroody et al. in which allergen was administered topically to the unilateral nasal septum. This not only resulted in increased bilateral nasal symptoms of sneezing, rhinorrhea, and nasal congestion, but also symptoms of itching and watery eyes as well. Both nasal and ocular symptoms were reduced by application of topical H1-receptor antagonist to the site of the nasal challenge.

Importantly, the allergic response is not confined to its acute symptoms, 30% to 40% of people will have a delayed or late-phase response (LPR). The LPR occurs anywhere from 4 to 12 hours after the initial exposure. The most prominent symptom is nasal congestion, with symptoms such as sneezing and rhinorrhea being less robust than in the early phase. This is explained by an increase in the levels of histamine, tansil-l-arginine methyl ester (TAME) esterase and to a lesser extent kinins. There is an influx in a variety of inflammatory cells and cellular mediators including Th2 lymphocytes, eosinophils, neutrophils, and basophils, all of which release chemokines and cytokines.

IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13, along with other inflammatory mediators and chemokines, result in the transendothelial migration and activation of eosinophils. IL-5 plays an important role in eosinophil activation and functions to prevent eosinophil apoptosis. Granulocyte macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) is another cytokine associated with eosinophil activation and survival and is increased during both early-phase and late-phase allergic inflammation. The locally produced cytokine “regulated upon activation normal T cell expressed and presumably secreted” (RANTES) is chemotactic for, and involved in, eosinophil activation. RANTES and eotaxin are responsible for transendothelial migration of eosinophils and movement into the epithelium.

In addition, there is endothelial activation with enhanced expression of adhesion molecules, namely intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1) and vascular adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1). These cells are important in the local recruitment of inflammatory cells during an allergic response. Late-phase symptoms are most closely correlated with eosinophil levels. Histamine levels correlate more closely with basophil levels, suggesting that basophils and not mast cells are responsible for histamine release in the LPR.

Conclusion

In summary, the innate and adaptive immune systems act in concert to protect us from infectious agents and other harmful substances. Innate immunity responds rapidly on exposure whereas the adaptive immune system is typically slower in activation but provides specific prolonged immunity. AR is a manifestation of a type I hypersensitivity reaction that is mediated by IgE-antibodies and mast cells and is an example of an abnormal adaptive immune system response to normally innocuous proteins with resultant inflammation.
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